
Community Remembrance service 2021. 

However do we remember things?  

Through photos, songs, stories, medals, poems etc or do we remember 

first hand.  Of course the things that we do and witness often stay with us 

albeit molded, shaped and processed by the intervening months years and 

experiences.  

On deployment I was always impressed by the desire of the marines I 

served with to do things well on Remembrance Sunday wherever they were 

– constructing beautiful crosses and creating collages of those they knew 

and collating names of the fallen of the last year even if they knew them 

not.  Since the end of the second world only 1968 has been a year without 

operational warfare for the Royal Marines and the others services too have 

witnessed much that has not grabbed the world news  We know too how 

fickle the reporting of current conflicts can be.   

Today calls us to stop and remember in our own way not a forced way – we 

may have to use our imaginations or we may be recalling personal 

experience: either an uncle that never came home or the near miss taking 

out the guy in the driver’s seat leaving others unscathed except in mind. 

Whilst I was away in October I spent a little time with an elderly friend in 

Canada. He was a chaplain with the US marines in Vietnam. We were 

comparing remembrances and in particular the pain of that feeling of 

having failed.  We have this last couple of years especially with the HMS 

Leigh project based around the role of Southend pier in the Second world 

war commemorated the sacrifices but also success 75/76 years on from 

victory against Nazi tyranny and wickedness.  Given the lamentable 

withdrawals and consequences of Vietnam for my friend and recently 

Afghanistan for myself and our years of involvement in those wars, we can 

be left thinking: what was the point? was it worth it?  

It is of course at one level a pointless question – only history will judge.  But 

to ask the question always implies that our view is: maybe not.  However, 

even in the midst of that questioning we can remember the bravery, 

compassion, self-sacrifice and even kindness and humour of those who 

died.  In the act of remembering we can see even if painful, that all was not 

lost. 



Boots can tell us a lot and mean a lot.  

Boots are vital. They get dirty wet and worn out. Marines sailors and 

soldiers spend more time on their parade – their best boots than any other 

part of their uniform making them clean and shiny.   

Boots came to mind for my friend Dick and myself for him it was the wall of 

boots at the Holocaust Museum in Washington D.C. where there are 

hundreds of shoes from the victims of the death camps. 

It prompted us to reflect on the boots of the dead and injured in war.  For 

me, in another theatre of war in Iraq - the clusters of boots in Falujah 

hospital I was not prepared for the carnage and chaos – I was just taken 

there randomly by the Americans to assist.  For him a neat wall of boots 

came to mind.  On the hospital ship USS REPOSE off the Vietnam coast.  

Aside from ministering to the injured and dying he like myself was taken to 

the morgue and was met but a wall 12 feet long and 8 feet high. Just stacks 

of boots. Much neater than the hospital at Falujah; things sometimes are at 

sea in a chilling way.  Each pair represented a dead marine awaiting 

preparation for return to families. We can only imagine we cannot 

remember that particular. 

We have to remember in the particular not in the general.  That’s why 

family and local history are so important. Some remembrances lift our 

spirits and some of the remembrances are just very hard.  One particular 

we can all remember this day in this place is that God in Christ steps into 

our boots however dirty broken and worn out they may be.  He does this 

through sacrificial love so that we may, in a sense be made new and shiny 

like on parade – not through our efforts of course but the acceptance of his 

efforts: of total love and unlimited sacrifice.  

Of course we should remember the purpose of his efforts to change our 

present and future and not just recall the past.  It’s not just about how we 
remember it’s about what we do with it.  

I wish you a blessed Remembrance Sunday. 

 

 

 


